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Nearly halfway through Doris Lessing’s documentary study In Pursuit of the English (1960), her 
narrator (also named Doris) describes a recurrent incident for the owners of the house in which she rents 
an apartment for herself and her infant son. Flo, an English-born housewife of Italian ancestry, and 
Dan—from Newcastle, and so also “not English, not properly speaking” (64), as fellow tenant Rose 
describes—occasionally receive visits from “’that interfering busybody from the Welfare’” (134), for their 
daughter Aurora. Doris, not “on the list” for these kinds of visits, points out that Flo need not let 
Welfare in; but Flo, a working-class Tory originally from “a restaurant family” (64), complains “ ‘What 
do you mean? She’s Government, isn’t she? It’s the Labour that inflicted all these bitches on us’ ” (134). 
Doris’ polite suggestion that the recent founding of the National Health Service might be one reason to 
endure other aspects of the Labour government, like visiting “bitches,” falls on deaf ears; Flo stubbornly 
refuses to believe that Labour could have been responsible for the NHS, and closes down their 
conversation with an “ ‘If you say so, dear’ ” for Doris, “with the weary good nature which meant she 
was going to humour me” (135). 

             Moments like these invite speculation upon the ostensible object of this documentary 
reportage—“the English”—and the shared role of both Doris as narrator, and “Welfare,” in this 
“pursuit.” In focusing on In Pursuit of the English alongside Lessing’s later speculative “Ben” fictions--The 
Fifth Child and Ben, In the World—and her combined, family-historical/speculative alternate history for the 
twentieth century in Alfred and Emily, I want to situate Lessing within a women’s studies’ genealogy of the 
British welfare state, as a complement to more recent documentary attempts to remember the origins of 
the welfare state from more recognizably masculine, Labour party-derived origins, notably Ken Loach’s 
2013 documentary The Spirit of ’45. I’d like this genealogy to eventually take in a span from Carolyn 
Steedman’s memoir Landscape for a Good Woman (1986) and to gesture towards neo-Victorian returns to 
the liberal prehistory of the welfare state with Jeannette Winterson’s Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit (1985) 
and A. S. Byatt’s Angels and Insects (1994), and Zadie Smith’s approach to the colonial genealogy of the 
welfare state in White Teeth (2000) and NW (2012). My focus on Lessing here is therefore particularly 
concerned with documentary and speculative depictions of the state’s role in child welfare, in the 
postwar period and particularly in the transition period from the Thatcher years to the Blair 
administration. Lessing is an especially compelling figure in this moment, given the considerable critical 
attention her politics (both youthful and mature) have received over the years; the intense critical focus 
on her initial Communist years and her subsequent repudiation has drawn emphasis away, I would 
suggest, from Lessing’s attention to specifically British political developments. The character of Ben, a 
child whose welfare becomes the primary concern of his biological mother, various state representatives 
of “officialdom,” and of kinder strangers, invites speculation upon the specific challenges to motherhood 
that the welfare state (ostensibly a champion of assistance to mothers) presents—particularly in the 
1980s, with the right-wing turn towards re-imagining the nation as self-reliant and racially homogeneous, 
and thereby easily prone to depicting any “difficult” child as “other,” and depicting any parent who 
needs significant outside help with such a child a “failure” to the nuclear family around which 
Thatcherite England reimagined its condition.  By considering “poor Ben” within Lessing’s mixed 
contributions to real-life accounts of welfare and British motherhood, I also hope to invite a departure 
from readings of Lessing’s 1980s-era fictions that see—in Lessing’s disillusionment with Communism, 



and presentation of the impulse towards collective revolutionary action as a kind of mirror-image of 
terrorism—a kind of unconscious complicity with the national narratives of racial homogeneity, and 
occlusions of class history, associated with Thatcherite Britain. 
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